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Theses
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box 1
Oh, Bryan C., Germany's relations with her former African colonies in the post-colonial era . 1996

box 1
Newman, Dianne, Representation and reconstruction: modernist German classicism in the Pergamon and Mann's Death in Venice . 1993

box 1
Showalter, Scott S., The role of the Bürgerbewegungen from the Wende to the Volkskammer elections . 1994

box 1
Maing, Juhn, Being polemical: violence and difference in Heidegger and ontology . 1993

box 1

box 1
Kay, Steven, The far right in German politics . 1990
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box 1
Burke, Tynan, "The legend of Siegfried the dragon-slayer in its various forms, modern and otherwise" 2006

box 1
Jones, Kristin Alise, "A history of German attitudes towards women's beauty and their bodies" 2003

box 1
Weisberg, Sean B., "Constructing the new multicultural: the politics of identity in Maxim Biller's Die Tochter" 2007

box 1
Guðmundsdóttir, Maria Helga, "Die entschleierrung des dichters: theorien der dichtung und die metaphor des verschleierten bilds zu sais in den werken von Schiller, Novalis, und Goethe" 2010